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Abstract: Natural biological nanocomposites, like nacre, demonstrate extraordinary fracture tough-
ness, surpassing their base materials, attributed to their intricate staggered hierarchical architectures
integrating hard and soft phases. The enhancement of toughness in these composites is often linked
to the crack-deflection mechanism. Leveraging the core design principles that enhance durability, re-
silience, and robustness in organic materials, this paper describes the use of computational modeling
and simulation to perform a three-point bending test on a 3D staggered nanocomposite intentionally
crafted to mimic the detailed microstructure of nacre. We adopted a previously proposed interfacial
zone model that conceptualizes the “relatively soft” layer as an interface between the “hard” mineral
tablets and the microstructure’s interlayer spaces to examine how the microstructure and interface
characteristics affect the mechanical responses and failure mechanisms. By comparing the model’s
predictions with experimental data on natural nacre, the simulations unveil the mechanisms of
tablet separation through adjacent layer sliding and crack deflection across interfacial zones. This
study offers a robust numerical method for investigating the fracture toughening mechanisms and
damage evolution and contributes to a deeper understanding of the complex interplays within
biomimetic materials.

Keywords: cohesive zone model; three-point bending; bioinspired nanocomposite; finite-element
simulation; mechanical property

1. Introduction

The exceptional mechanical properties of biological nanocomposites, including bone [1,2]
and mollusk shells [3], derive from the sophisticated integration of hard and soft phases
within their structures. Notably, these materials feature a staggered “brick and mortar”
microstructure, where mineral inclusions are aligned with the load directions and bonded
by bio-polymeric layers [4]. For example, nacre in mollusk shells comprises about ∼95 wt%
aragonite tablets in a staggered arrangement, connected by ∼5 wt% biopolymeric inter-
faces [5]. Similarly, bone displays staggered structures at different scales, including osteons
segmented by cement lines and composed of unidirectionally aligned collagen fibers. This
staggered configuration is a common architectural theme across diverse load-bearing bi-
ological materials, indicating an evolutionary advantage in providing optimal stiffness,
strength, and toughness [6–10]. Inspired by these natural structures, considerable progress
has been made in synthesizing bioinspired composites through freeze-casting, self-assembly,
and controlled mineralization [11–14]. These techniques endeavor to mimic the natural
microstructures of nacre, although perfectly periodic staggered arrangements are typically
only feasible on a larger scale in engineered materials [15–18].

The mechanical integrity of staggered biological nanocomposites is primarily dictated
by the dynamic interaction of mineral inclusions gliding past each other, facilitated by the
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compliance of softer interfacial layers. This interaction induces nonlinear deformations
and activates key toughening mechanisms, such as crack deflection and the interlocking
of mineral components within different layers [2,19,20]. Researchers have proposed var-
ious theoretical and numerical models to estimate these composites’ stiffness, strength,
and toughness, considering their unique microstructural characteristics and the distinct
properties of the hard and soft phases. These models frequently employ compact, two-
dimensional representative volume elements (RVEs) to finely tune the material’s modulus,
strength, and energy absorption properties [2,5,6,9,21–23]. However, these RVE-based
models often assume perfect periodicity and uniform failure across all components. This
simplification does not account for the microstructural variations and compositional hetero-
geneity inherent in biological and bioinspired materials [5,24,25]. Recent advancements in
modeling have integrated larger numbers of tablets to represent better structure–property
relationships over more substantial volumes [3,26–29]. However, these models also face
limitations, such as focusing only on elastic responses and brittle failure. Researchers have
proposed more sophisticated approaches like finite-element methods to address these chal-
lenges, despite their computational intensity [3,26,30–32]. Additionally, discrete-element
models offer computational efficiency, but are less commonly used [28,29,33,34]. Further
studies using models like shear lag for stress transfer [5,21,35] and bilinear cohesive zone
models for various loading conditions [36] have enriched our understanding. Previously,
the authors of this present study conducted a detailed analysis of thin plate structures’ be-
havior and failure modes in nacre-mimetic nanocomposites under tensile and compressive
loads. This research particularly examined the impact of the junction and interlayer organic
interfaces on managing tensile instability and compressive buckling phenomena in these
lean composite systems [37]. These computational explorations underscore the deliberate
architectural integration of soft and stiff phases as a crucial strategy for enhancing the
mechanical properties of nacre-like biological nanocomposites.

Despite significant advances in research on nacre-mimetic materials, a comprehensive
understanding of their mechanical behavior still needs to be discovered due to their com-
plex microstructures and the multiscale nature of their operating mechanisms. The lack of
comprehensive 3D computational models, essential for elucidating deformation dynamics,
failure mechanisms, and the correlation between structure and properties and evaluating
the function of the organic interfacial zones, significantly hampers the formulation of
accurate design principles. This limitation obstructs progress in creating damage-tolerant
materials, which are essential for applications in engineering and biomedicine. The current
study presents a computational approach designed to model and simulate a three-point
bending test on a 3D staggered nanocomposite that closely mimics the microstructure of
nacre to evaluate the mechanical response and damage evaluation, thereby addressing
existing gaps in our understanding. The model developed in this research features a config-
uration of randomly positioned hard mineral tablets, which are bonded together by slender,
pliable interfacial zones at the microstructure’s junctions and among different layers. Uti-
lizing a cohesive zone modeling strategy [38] that employs generalized traction–separation
laws, this approach adeptly captures the complex behaviors at the organic matrix interfaces.
The simulations’ results shed light on how the composite’s microstructural arrangement
and interfacial characteristics affect its bending response, offering profound insights into
the design principles and the mechanical dynamics of bioinspired staggered composites.

2. Computational Model and FEM Implementation
2.1. Geometric Model of Staggered Nanocomposite

The model adopted in this study emulates the intricate ultrastructure of nacre, a natu-
rally engineered structural composite renowned for its multilayered staggered microstruc-
ture. The composite comprises polygonal, high-aspect-ratio tablets of aragonite (CaCO3)
crystals, linked via thin layers of organic biopolymers functioning as a cohesive zone
essential for maintaining structural integrity. Initially, a 2D array of randomly positioned
polygon-shaped CaCO3 crystals was constructed using the Centroidal Voronoi Tessellation
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(CVT) method. This was followed by the integration of a 20 nm thin organic interface
interposed between the CaCO3 crystals by methodically drawing back the edges of each
crystal towards their centroids by 10 nm (Figure 1). For an in-depth understanding of
the implementation of the CVT method, readers are referred to a previous work by the
authors [39].

Figure 1. Fabrication process of the 3D staggered composite model: initial 2D model creation using
CVT, development of the interfacial zone by modifying Voronoi cell boundaries, and assembly of
varied layers to construct the final 3D composite.

Initially, the 2D model underwent an orthogonal extrusion process to establish a
foundational layer of the mineral–organic nanocomposite with the thickness set at 500 nm.
This procedure was systematically repeated to fabricate a sequence of five layers, each
distinguished by a unique pattern of mineral tablets determined by differing Voronoi
seed distributions. These individual layers were subsequently assembled to form a com-
prehensive 3D multilayered nanocomposite. To ensure structural integrity and enhance
interlayer adhesion, a 20 nm thick organic matrix was interleaved between consecutive
layers (Figure 2). Empirical assessments and convergence analyses determined that a mini-
mum of 100 grains per layer was necessary to guarantee robust and consistent results [40],
with our model incorporating approximately 144 CaCO3 grains per layer. Consistent
with established literature, the thickness of both the junction and interlayer interfaces
was uniformly maintained at 20 nm [41–44], corresponding to an organic matrix volume
fraction of about 5% [3,45]. The overall dimensions of the specimen were defined as
8400 nm × 8400 nm × 2500 nm.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of granular nanocomposite: microstructural details of staggered
composite and interfaces between grains and interlayers.

2.2. Interfacial Zone Modeling Using Cohesive Zone Model

The cohesive zones enveloping the mineral tablets manifest as junction and interlayer
interfacial zones, as depicted in Figure 2. Despite the organic matrix’s relative weakness
and minor volumetric contribution to the nanocomposite, it significantly influences the
composite’s mechanical properties. During tablet debonding and sliding, the matrix can
sustain extensive normal and shear deformations [46]. The deformation behaviors of the
interfaces, owing to their slender profile, are aptly characterized by a generalized interfacial
zone model [38]. The mechanics of the interface are governed by traction–separation
relations, detailed in Figure 3. These relations outline three critical phases in the normal
traction–separation law: the compressive contact stage (0 ∼ δ0), the elastic phase (δ0 ∼ δdn),
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and the damage phase (δdn ∼ δ f n). The shear traction–separation law mirrors these stages,
showing symmetric behavior in both directions.

Figure 3. Representative traction–separation curves for interfacial behaviors: (a) normal direction
and (b) shear direction.

To effectively model the cohesive interactions within a staggered composite, it is cru-
cial to acknowledge that normal and shear forces do not necessarily exert coupled effects.
For instance, unclamping and unfolding in collagen fibrils during stretching may occur
without significant shear interactions [47]. Consequently, an uncoupled cohesive zone
model was employed to differentiate the interactions at the junction and interlayer inter-
faces [38,48]. The governing traction–separation laws for these interfaces are articulated
as follows:
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The formulations presented in Equations (1) and (2) incorporate six parameters (σc,
δ0, δdn, δ f n, qn, and pn) that dictate the normal traction behavior and five parameters (τc,
δdt, δ f t, qt, and pt) that control shear traction responses. This parameterization provides
the necessary flexibility to simulate varying interfacial properties and responses accurately.
Interface toughness (∅n, ∅t) can be quantified from the integrated area beneath the traction–
separation curves, where σc and τc signify the cohesive strengths in the normal and shear
directions, respectively. The parameters δdn and δdt represent critical separations for ini-
tiating damage. In contrast, δ f n and δ f t are the separations at failure in the normal and
shear directions. The initial equilibrium position, δ0, reflects the organic interface thickness
typical in staggered composites. Shape parameters (qn, pn, qt, and pt) were introduced to
capture various damage degradation behaviors—concave, convex, or linear—across the
traction–separation curve. The following equations quantitatively define the stiffness of
the interface at its equilibrium position:
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Equations (3) and (4) precisely describe how rigid the interface remains when subjected
to external forces, reflecting its ability to resist deformation under load. As outlined in
these equations, a reduction in the parameters (δdn − δ0) or δdt correlates with an increase
in the stiffness of the interface in the normal or tangential directions, respectively. This
relationship underscores the mechanical responsiveness of the interface under varying
strain conditions.

The interfacial toughness, represented by the area under the traction–separation curve,
indicates the material’s ability to dissipate energy during failure and offers insights into its
resilience under stress. The calculations for normal and shear interfacial toughness were
computed as follows:

∅n =
∫ δfn

δ0

Tndδ (5)

∅t =
∫ δft

0
Ttdδ (6)

Adopting the cohesive zone model has been instrumental in elucidating the failure
mechanisms in polycrystalline composite materials, effectively capturing the progression
of material failure across diverse studies [49–53]. This methodological approach allows for
a nuanced understanding of the interfacial dynamics and their critical role in the structural
integrity of composite materials.

2.3. Material Properties

Multiple stratified layers constitute the interfacial regions within nacre, each em-
bedded with polymers characterized by unique modular molecular architectures. These
polymers, operating at the nanoscale, exhibit complex behaviors that pose significant chal-
lenges for precise experimental characterization [44,54]. In this study, we have modeled
the mechanical properties of the interfacial zones using a simplified approach governed by
traction–separation laws. These laws are based on parameters derived from an extensive re-
view of experimental and simulation studies focused on nacre’s organic phase [3,42,54–56].

The biopolymer layers at the junctions and within the interlayer matrices of nacre,
despite their minimal thickness, can endure significant mechanical deformation. This
resilience is enabled by the sequential unfolding of molecular modules, a phenomenon
substantiated by experimental evidence demonstrating substantial elongation of these
molecules [54]. Moreover, the interfaces between these organic layers and adjacent mineral
components permit a degree of slippage, thereby augmenting the overall deformability
of the composite [46]. Observations from several studies indicate that these interfaces
exhibit a marked and sustained plateau phase following yield, highlighting their distinctive
mechanical characteristics [3,55].

In our model, the interfacial zone is assumed to exhibit elastic–perfectly plastic be-
havior. The critical normal separation at the interface (δdn − δ0) was established at 0.6 nm,
and the normal failure separation (δ f n − δ0) was set to 50 nm, following Barthelat’s ap-
proach [3]. Given the lack of empirical data on shear behavior at interfaces, we posited
that shear behavior would mirror that observed in the normal dimension, setting both the
critical shear separation, δdt, and the failure shear separation, δ f t, at 0.6 nm and 50 nm,
respectively. The strengths in the normal and shear directions were defined as σc = 40 MPa
and τc = 40 MPa, congruent with documented experimental outcomes [42,55–57]. The
detailed specifications of these interface parameters are systematically presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters for cohesive modeling of interfacial zones with elastic–perfectly plastic behavior.

σc (MPa) δdn − δ0
(nm)

δf n − δ0
(nm) pn qn τc (MPa) δdt (nm) δf t (nm) pt qt

40 0.6 50 1 0 40 0.6 50 1 0
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Due to the paucity of comprehensive experimental data, this study assigns uniform
material properties to the junction and interlayer interfaces in nacre. However, more
nuanced representations might consider variations between these interfaces influenced
by factors like mineral bridges and tablet waviness. Utilizing values from the literature
for aragonite crystal [27,36,43,58,59], the material properties of CaCO3 were specified as
follows: Young’s modulus E = 106 GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3, and mineral density
ρ = 3190 kg/m³.

2.4. FEM Implementation of the Cohesive Zone Model

The finite-element (FE) model-based simulation was conducted by using a custom-
designed FORTRAN code. In this framework, conventional principles were adhered to
while opting to exclude body forces for simplicity. The fundamental equation governing
the finite-element formulation, based on the principle of virtual work, is expressed as:∫

Ω
ρü · δu dΩ =

∫
Γext

T · δu dS +
∫

Γinter

Tinter · δ∆ dS −
∫

Ω
P : δF dΩ

where Ω denotes the volume of the element in its reference configuration and Γinter and Γext
denote the interface and external traction boundaries, respectively. The first Piola–Kirchhoff
stress tensor is represented by P, and F is the deformation gradient tensor. The term ∆
encapsulates the displacement jump across interfaces; T is the vector of external tractions; Tinter

represents the interfacial bonding traction. ρ is the density of the material in its reference state.
The Newmark β method was employed for temporal discretization, specifically with

parameters β = 0 and γ = 0.5, to facilitate explicit time integration as detailed in the
literature [60]. This choice supports the dynamic analysis within the simulation frame-
work, accommodating the computational model’s requirements for accuracy in transient
response evaluations.

The mechanical response of junction and interlayer interfacial zones within the model
are dictated by the previously outlined traction–separation laws, ensuring a robust repre-
sentation of physical interactions at the microstructural level. These cohesive zones were
incorporated in the FEM implementation following the standard procedures described
in [38]. The CaCO3 grains, configured in polygonal shapes across all layers, were meshed
using 86,994 wedge elements. Figure 4 illustrates a detailed view of the specimen after
meshing. This detailed meshing strategy enhances the model’s capacity to accurately
simulate the complex mechanical behaviors characteristic of biological composites under
varied loading conditions.

Figure 4. Microstructural meshing of the specimen: (a) single grain meshing detail and (b) layer-by-
layer meshing configuration.
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2.5. Loading and Boundary Conditions

We set up the proposed model to simulate a three-point bending test to evaluate
the system’s mechanical response and damage evolution. The loadings and boundary
conditions setup for the FEA implementation are depicted in Figure 5. The setup includes
two rollers in contact with the bottom layer of the specimen, which were held stationary
(Figure 5a), while a displacement was imposed on the roller contacting the top layer at
the center (Figure 5b). This study incorporated various displacement velocity boundary
conditions along the negative Z-axis across different simulations. The results presented
herein correspond to a simulation implemented with a displacement loading velocity
of 63 nm/s. The model’s convergence was verified by setting the time step at 30 µs.

While this study concentrated on bending loads to examine mechanical responses
and deformation in nacre, it recognizes the relevance of other significant loading modes,
including tensile and compressive stresses, in-plane shear, and out-of-plane deformation.
These modes, which possess considerable engineering relevance, were not examined in this
study but are documented in the literature [37,61–66].

Figure 5. Schematic representation of the three-point bending test setup in the simulation: (a) front
view and (b) 3D view of the setup.

3. Results and Discussion

Numerical simulations have been meticulously executed on the proposed geometric
model to explore its mechanical response and the underlying failure mechanisms when
subjected to three-point bending. The findings from these simulations are described in the
subsequent sections.

3.1. Mechanical Response

The 3D view of the three-point bending simulation, as depicted in Figure 6, illustrates
the evolution of the bending stress distribution along the y-axis. Initially, the stress dis-
tribution away from the loading sites remains notably uniform in the elastic deformation
phase before nanocracks appear (Figure 6a,b). This uniformity signals the integral partic-
ipation of mineral tablets in bearing the applied load, highlighting the interfacial zones’
critical function in transmitting stress across mineral components, thereby maximizing
the structural benefits of the stiff mineral tablets. Despite the interfacial critical strength
being limited to 40 MPa, the mineral phase experienced a significantly elevated stress level
of approximately 350 MPa at the onset of microcrack initiation. This increased stress is
attributed to the interfaces effectively distributing forces across the hard mineral grains.

As the applied load intensifies, initial damage at different interfacial zones begins,
releasing localized stress around the damage sites (Figure 6c). Subsequent stretching results
in crack growth and coalescence, eventually reaching the final failure stage (Figure 6d–f).
The notable range in deformation from the initial crack formation (d f = 226.8 nm) to final
failure (d f = 756 nm) highlights the interfaces’ effectiveness in delaying final crack progression
by deflecting the crack path and reducing stress concentration at the crack tip. For an in-depth
analysis of the intralayer dynamics, Figure 7 provides a detailed view of the specimen’s
bottom layer. At the onset of crack initiation, localized stress concentrations emerge at various
sites (Figure 7a). Crack nucleation follows, involving the formation of small cracks at the
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sites with a high-stress concentration from opening the interfacial zones of the materials at
the microscopic level (Figure 7b). These small microscopic cracks coalesce to form a larger,
macroscopic crack propagating through the damaged interfacial zones (Figure 7c), leading to
a complete failure in a “zig-zag” fashion without rupturing the mineral tablets (Figure 7d).
These investigations underscore the critical role of the mode of junction interface separation
as the dominant mechanism dictating the model’s deformation and fracture behavior under
bending stress and align with the experimental studies [67–69].

Figure 6. Sequential stress distribution snapshots (σ22) during the simulation: (a) d f = 0.0 nm (initial stage),
(b) d f = 83.16 nm (initial loading stage), (c) d f = 226.8 nm (microcrack initiation), (d) d f = 393.12 nm
(crack growth), (e) d f = 574.56 nm (crack coalescence), and (f) d f = 756 nm (final failure stage).

Figure 7. Detailed analysis of the bottom layer in Figure 6: (a) initial crack sites exhibiting high-stress
concentration, (b) microcrack nucleation along interfacial zones at initial crack sites, (c) coalescence
of microcracks from various sites, and (d) crack propagation along interfacial zones.
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3.2. Failure Mechanism and Fracture Morphology

Crack propagation and evolution within the model did not manifest as the instanta-
neous phenomena typically observed in brittle materials such as nacre’s main constituent,
aragonite. Instead, the model’s interfacial zones facilitated junction and interlayer sliding
of mineral tablets, accommodating extensive deformations. Figure 8 illustrates a closer
look into tablets sliding among adjacent layers and the stress distribution of alternating
compressive and tensile stresses within each layer of a completely fractured specimen.
As the specimen deforms under bending load, the junction and interlayer mineral tablets
slide referenced to their original arrangements at the preloading stage to distribute the
induced bending stress throughout the specimen (Figure 8c). The stress distribution of
each layer can also explain this phenomenon. Each layer slide referenced to its original
arrangement experiences alternating compressive (top surface) and tensile stress (bottom
surface), as illustrated in Figure 8d. Additionally, investigation on the shear stress (σ12)
distribution along interlayer contact surfaces depicts that this value reaches a maximum
of ∼550 MPa. This investigation also confirms the interlayer sliding of mineral tablets due
to the excessive shear deformation of the interlayer interfacial zones.

Figure 9 outlines a detailed view of crack deflection and propagation within different
layers observed under bending load. Our study reveals that nacre’s crack deflection mecha-
nism is mediated by microcracking ahead of the main crack rather than occurring directly.
These microcracks alleviate local stress concentrations, enhancing nacre’s resistance to crack
propagation. Like other biological composites such as bone, microcracking is instrumental
in facilitating crack deflection, tied to damage mechanisms near the crack tip that promote
further cracking. This deflection mechanism is crucial for nacre’s enhanced toughness.

Additionally, our findings contribute to understanding nacre’s damage morphology,
revealing that the strong bonding between organic interfaces and mineral platelets allows
for microcracking and subsequent crack deflection. This process protects aragonite platelets
from the propagating crack, leading to a “ragged platelet” morphology with an irregular
“step-like” pattern, which increases surface roughness (Figure 9). This observation aligns
with the experimental three-point bending test of nacre [67–69].

Figure 8. Comprehensive analysis of the specimen’s front face illustrating preloading and fracture
stages: (a) initial configuration of mineral tablets across different layers, (b) final configuration and
stress distribution in a fully fractured specimen, (c) sliding dynamics of adjacent layers, and (d) stress
distribution within a single layer.
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Figure 9. Detailed visualization of interlayer crack deflection and propagation in the specimen.

4. Future Studies and Applications

Nacre, known for its exceptionally lightweight and high-strength characteristics, has
become a focal point in biomimetic materials. Driven by the micro-layered structure of
nacre, researchers are actively developing artificial nacre-mimetic materials to harness these
superior mechanical properties. Innovations have included models and syntheses such
as dopamine cross-linked graphene oxide (GO) [70], titanic acid-functionalized GO with
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) enabled by multidentate hydrogen bonding [71], supramolecular
assemblies of GO [72], and GO configurations exploiting the interfacial interactions of π-π
stacking and hydrogen bonding [73]. Additionally, some have explored biodegradable,
ultra-thin films made of polyurethane nano-cellulose/MXene/ANF/AgNPs that emulate
nacre’s ultrastructure [74–78]. These approaches, however, involve complex production
processes and expensive testing methodologies. To evaluate the performance of these
artificial nacres, our study introduces a robust numerical method to explore the fracture
toughening mechanisms and damage progression in these biomimetic materials, enhancing
our understanding of their intricate behaviors and allowing for the optimization of design
parameters before industrial scale-up. While this research primarily addresses bending
loads to study the mechanical responses and deformation mechanisms in nacre-mimetic
materials, we recognize the importance of impact loading as another critical test scenario
for assessing mechanical performance. However, this falls outside the scope of this pa-
per. Previous studies have explored impact loading on natural and artificial nacre-like
materials [79–81], highlighting the costly nature of experimental approaches. There is
a pressing need for comprehensive numerical models capable of accurately simulating
such conditions. Our team is currently developing numerical tools aimed at modeling
impact loading scenarios on bioinspired nacre-mimetic materials, promising significant
advancements in this area of research.

5. Conclusions

This study introduces a computational model and simulation framework designed
to execute a three-point bending test on a 3D staggered composite, which closely mimics
the complex microstructure of nacre. By implementing an interfacial zone model, we
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meticulously analyzed the behavior at both the junction and interlayer interfaces within the
nanocomposite. This proposed methodology enables a comprehensive examination of its
mechanical response and the underlying failure mechanisms, focusing on microstructural
interactions and interface dynamics. The model revealed that the sliding motion of adjacent
layers primarily drives tablet separation in the composite. At the same time, crack deflec-
tion at the interfacial zones critically influences the material’s deformation and ultimate
failure during bending stresses. The simulation results closely align with experimental
data from natural nacre, validating the accuracy of our computational approach under
analogous loading conditions. These findings highlight the critical influence of microstruc-
tural and interfacial behaviors in the mechanical performance of bioinspired multilayered
nanocomposites. The developed numerical framework offers profound insights into these
materials’ operational mechanics and is a crucial tool for enhancing the design and op-
timization of advanced composite materials across diverse applications. This research
makes a significant contribution to the field of materials science, particularly through its
advancements in the design and analysis of bioinspired composite structures, enriching the
existing body of knowledge and paving the way for future innovations in this area.
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